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We dare with everything in Barcelona’s’ most folk neighbourhood, where chic&basic’s latest idea was born. Welcome to chic&basic Ramblas.

www.chicandbasic.com

General
Description:

chic&basic ramblas takes you back to the ‘60s
You’ll love the recently opened chic&basic Ramblas hotel. It’s a lighthearted nod to the ‘60s and ‘70s. A unique
hotel that aims to surprise. A place for fun and a good laugh, which we would like to share with you.
A building inspired by the most libertine period of the last decades, the “sixties”.
We rescued a cultural phenomenon where playfulness was tightly bound to the creative. The hotel’s six floors
have become an exhibition where the doors frame images and portraits taken by legendary “Gauche Divine”
photographers from Barcelona. A green SEAT 600 in the lobby, impressive large-scale photographs on the hotel room doors, color, color, and more color! The hotel is bathed in color with the exception of the reading room,
completely white with just a splash of brightness from the checkered sofa.
97 rooms, a restaurant, a bar and our usual space the “be yourself” and most importantly, looking forward to a
good time with us.

Rooms:

Rooms: 84 + Apartments: 13

Spacious yet intimate rooms for all tastes - the majority with a balcony and some with a larger terrace and all
under the same concept: A trip to the 60s.
And our apartments within the hotel; studies that will make you feel at home.

The rooms have a private bathroom with shower, TV with USB input, music selection, air conditioning, heating, safety deposit box, hairdryer and free WIFI.

Our apartments have a room for two, a small living room with kitchenette, with two extra beds and a bathroom. Equipped with a plasma TV with USB input, music selection, free WIFI, air conditioning and heating,
safe and hairdryer.
We offer a range of options:
- Penthouse: double or twin, 20 m2 approx., exterior, with a terrace (15m2)
- Triple: double or twin + single bed, 18m2 approx., exterior or interior.
- Large with balcony: double or twin, 18 m2 approx., exterior.
- Large: double or twin, 18 m2 approx., exterior.
- Medium: double or twin, 15 m2 approx., interior.
- Apartments for up to 4 persons, 35 m2 approx., exterior.
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Location:

chic&basic Ramblas is the ideal base to explore all that the city has to offer.

The hotel is located in the heart of Barcelona, a short walk from Las Ramblas, La Boqueria and Plaza Catalunya.
The Gothic Quarter is just a few minutes away. The Moll de la Fusta, Barceloneta, Port Olympic, Port Vell and
Maremagnum mall are nearby.
At 20 meters from the metro stop of “Drassanes”, chic&basic Ramblas is also close to the train station Catalunya,
“Estación de Francia” and other public transport.

Services:

-

Rates:

Rates from 100 € up to 170 €		
Corporate rates available

How to arrive:

Metro: Drassanes (L3) exit Portal de Santa Madrona.
Bus: “Aerobus” to Plaza Cataluña.
Train: Stop: Barcelona Sants. From here the metro
L3 to Drassanes exit Portal Santa Madrona.

Distances:

“El Prat” Airport: 15 Km (South)
Girona Airport: 90 Km(N-O)
City center: 400 meters
Plaza Catalunya: 1.3 Km
Sants Train Station: 2 Km (Line 3)
Trade fair area “Plaza España”: 2.1 Km
Port: 0.6 Km

24-hour reception
Non-smoking hotel
Safe
Free WiFi for our clients
Wake-up services
Baggage drop
Bicycle rent
Terrace
Parking

- Restaurant
- “Be yourself”: PC with internet
connection that offers music
selected by our musical director.
- Bar, cocktail and terrace
services until 2:00 a.m.
- Events (Changing Room,
chic&arts)

- “This is not another guide”:
We give each of our clients
a special guide with our
recommendations for your stay
in Barcelona.
- “Welcome Pack”: You’ll be 		
greeted by a welcome pack just
for you. Reception 24 hours

